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Legal Disclaimer 

Warning: All the information presented in “ M.A.S.S. Shredding" is for educational and 

resource purposes only. It is not a substitute for or an addition to any advice given to you 

by your physician or health care provider. 

Consult your physician before making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or exercise 

habits. You are solely responsible for the way information in "M.A.S.S. Shredding“ is 

perceived and utilized and so, you do so at your own risk. 

In no way will Muscle Monsters LLC, Alain Gonzalez or any persons associated with 

"M.A.S.S. Shredding" be held responsible for any injuries or problems that may occur due 

to the use of this book or the advice contained within. 

 

Personal Disclaimer 

We are not doctors, nor do we possess a degree in nutrition. The advice we give is based 

on years of practical application, dealing with the needs of our own health and physiques 
as well as the needs of others. Any recommendations we may make to you regarding 

diet, including, supplements and herbal or nutritional treatments must be discussed 

between you and your doctor/s. 

 

Muscle-Building Disclaimer 

Required Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, it is required that all 
companies identify what a “typical” result is. The truth is that most people never do 

anything when it comes to trying building muscle. They might buy a million products, 
including this one, but never do anything with the information they have in hand. The 

testimonials that you saw were of people who took action, followed a healthy lifestyle, 
exercised, and ate a balanced nutritional diet. If you want results like them, you should 

do this too. 
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We see it all the time. An athlete bulks up quickly by eating in a large caloric surplus and 
achieves a great level of strength gains, but it is accompanied by unnecessary amounts 

of fat. In his eyes, only a small portion of that newly acquired mass is actually that (fat). 
That is until he is 16 weeks away from stepping on stage. He then finds himself taking 

extreme measures in order to get as ripped as possible for his competition. Come 

competition day, he looks exactly the same as he did last year and can't understand why.  

He thinks to himself "damn, I gained 26 lbs in the off-season...I thought at least 10 of that 

could have been muscle". 

Well, that is actually a fair assumption on his part. In fact, he may very well have put on 

10 lbs of lean tissue in the process of his bulk. 

So why did he weigh and look the exact same as last year after it was all said and done?  

It's actually quite simple...he had a lot of weight to lose in very little time. He immediately 
cut his calories or carbohydrates drastically in hopes to "lean out" quickly. What he failed 

to realize is that muscle grows, shrinks, or maintains the same according to the stimulus 
we provide it. He also failed to realize that decreasing your energy balance dramatically 

is also going to decrease overall performance. 

So what happens? 

He's on low calories (particularly low carbs), he can no longer push nearly the same 

weight in the gym, and to add gasoline to the fire, he's also doing cardio (to put him in 

an even further caloric deficit) 3-5 times per week. 

When your calories (energy) are low, your performance will take a hit. When you've 
provided your legs the stimulus of 315 lbs squats for 6 months, they adapt and grow 

accordingly. But now you're depleted and you're squatting 225 lbs again. How do you 

think your body will respond to that? 

I think it's quite safe to say that our subject did in fact gain a substantial amount of muscle 
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but simply failed to take the proper precaution when cutting down and ultimately lost it 

all in the process. 

Although he did manage to get stage shredded, he could have achieved the same level 
of leanness with a more calculated and gradual approach by droping 16 lbs (as an 

example) of fat as opposed to cutting 26 lbs of tissue and stepped on stage with 10 lbs of 

new lean tissue to show off. 

The moral of the story... 

This guide was created for serious bodybuilders who want to achieve top level 

conditioning without losing their extremely hard earned muscle mass. And in the next 
few chapters I am going to share the most important factors of your diet and training that 

will ensure maximum muscle preservation during this tough time in your bodys life. 
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Note: If you are coming off of a bulk and want to transition into a Body Recomposition, 
then I would recommend scaling down from your current macronutrient intake by using 

the principles below. 

Anyone can lose weight by eating “healthy” and doing some physical activity. However, 
extreme approaches for extended periods of time can lead to metabolic damage and/or 

muscle loss. This is why it is very important that you take a slow and calculated approach 

to your fat loss. 

What are macronutrients: Nutrients that the body uses in relatively large amounts - 

proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. This is as opposed to micronutrients, which the body 
requires in smaller amounts, such as vitamins and minerals. Macronutrients provide 

calories to the body as well as performing other functions. 

 

Calculating your maintenance level 

For healthy males who exercise regularly, the number 16 is a safe place to start. 

Simply multiply your bodyweight (x) 16. 

180 lbs x 16 = 2,880 Calorie Maintenance 

Where did I get the number 16? 

Resting Metabolic Rate: Your resting metabolic rate is approximately 10-11 calories per 

pound of bodyweight. 

Thermic Effect of Activity: This is roughly 10-20% for someone who lifts weights regularly.  

Thermic Effect of Food: Food has to be digested thus requires calories to do so. This is 

approximately another 10%. 
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Creating a slight caloric deficit 

The greater the caloric deficit, the more weight you will typically lose. However, the goal 
here is not to lose all your hard earned muscle and strength just to cut some inches off 
the waist. With that being said, a 100-250 calorie deficit daily should be more than 

enough to get you on your way to ripped abs without sacrificing your muscle and your 

sanity. 

For your first calorie cut, I recommend starting at a 250 calorie deficit and then 100-150 

each time you cut calories after. 

Example: 

2,880 – 250 = 2,630 Daily Caloric Intake 

 

Calculating Protein Intake 

The rule of thumb for adequate daily protein intake is 1 gram per pound of bodyweight. 
Some may require a little less, some could benefit from a little more. Anything from 0.8-

1.5 grams per pound of bodyweight is typical. 

To be safe, I recommend being right in the middle. 

Note: Protein intake will remain the same for the entire duration of your cut. 

Example: (We are using someone who weighs 180 lbs as an example) 

180 lbs x 1.2 = 216 grams of protein per day 

 

Calculating Fat Intake 

The formula for fat consumption is (like the one for protein) very basic. The rule of thumb 

for fats is 0.25-0.5 grams per pound of bodyweight. 
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Remember, fats will be cut slowly as you get further into your fat loss phase. This is why 
I recommend starting at the higher end of the spectrum (0.5) so that we can maintain a 

healthy fat intake throughout the cut. 

Example: 

180 lbs x 0.35 = 63 grams of fat per day 

 

Calculating Carbohydrate Intake 

The calories that are left over will make up your carbohydrate intake. 

Step #1: Convert your daily protein into calories. There are 4 calories per gram of protein.  

216 x 4 = 864 calories from protein 

Step #2: Convert your daily fats into calories. There are 9 calories per gram of fat. 

63x 9 = 567 calories from fats 

Step #3: Calculate left over calories 

2,630  – 864– 567= 1,199 Calories left over 

Step #4: Convert left over calories into grams of carbohydrates. There are 4 calories in 

each gram of carbohydrates. 

1,199 / 4 = 300 grams of carbohydrates. 

 

Macronutrient Split Example 

Carbs – 300 grams per day 

Fats – 63 grams per day 
Protein – 216 grams per day 
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Weight yourself weekly to ensure that you are continuing to lose fat. When you reach a 
point that you are maintaining the weight, decrease your daily calories by 100 and 

continue. 

If you don’t want to live in the gym or give up all of the foods that you love, then I 

recommend increasing your caloric deficit, slowly, using calories and physical activity. 

 

For example: 

 

Weight loss plateau 1: Decrease calories by 100 

Weight loss plateau 2: Add one day of interval training 

Weight loss plateau 3: Decrease calories by 100 

Weight loss plateau 4: Add an additional day of cardio 

 

And so on and so forth… 
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Fiber:  The indigestible portion of food derived from plants and waste of animals that eat 

dietary fiber. 

 

Calculating Daily Fiber Intake 

Like the macronutrients we discussed before, there is a very simple formula you can use 
in order to calculate the amount of daily fiber that is required for you. As a general rule 

of thumb, we should be consuming about 10-15 grams of fiber for every 1000 calories. 

Daily Calories / 1000 = a (x) 15 = Daily Fiber Intake 

For Example: 

2,970 / 1000 = 2.97 x 15 = 45 grams of fiber per day 

Micronutrients: Vitamins and minerals that are essential in minute amounts for the 

proper growth and metabolism of a living organism. 

 

How to Make Sure You are Getting Your Micronutrients 

Fruits and Vegetables /Your Caloric Intake Servings per Day 

1200 – 2000 Calories Per Day 2 serv. Veggies + 2 serv. Fruit 

2000 - 3000 Calories Per Day 3 serv. Veggies + 3 serv. Fruit 

3000 – 4000 Calories Per Day 4 serv. Veggies + 4 serv. Fruit 
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Daily Water Intake 

Water is essential for recovery from strenuous exercise. In fact, almost every mechanical 
process that occurs in your body takes place in water. With that said, you can understand 

much easier how detrimental dehydration can be towards your performance and 

recovery. 

Although there is no set-in-stone formula for water intake, I recommend a very basic 

formula as a rule of thumb. 

 

Calculating Water Intake 

(2/3) x Bodyweight in lbs = Daily Fluid Ounces (34 Fluid Ounces = 1 Liter) 

Example: 

(2/3) x 170 lbs = 113 Fluid Ounces (113/34 = 3.3 Liters per day) 
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What is a refeed? 

A refeed day is, in short, a day in which one should (in a calculated manner) increase their 
carbohydrate intake in order to jump start the metabolism, replenish glycogen levels, and 

increase energy and performance. 

 

Cheat Day VS Refeed Day 

A refeed day is not about eating everything and anything, as is the case with a cheat day. 

An uncalculated approach such as including a "cheat day" can and probably will promote 
fat gain. A refeed day is meant to enhance the result of ones low-carb diet by adding 

extra  carbs to the diet to spark the metabolism and avoid weight loss plateaus from 

metabolic adaptation. 

 

How Many Calories on a Refeed Day? 

Although your refeed calories can easily be calculated using the Anabolic Body 
Recomposition Calculator, I'll break down the basics of how to calculate calories for a 

refeed day. 

Increase Calories to Maintenance: Bodyweight x 16 = Maintenance Calories 

Calculate Protein: 1 gram of Protein per pound of Bodyweight (180 lbs = 180 grams) 

Calculate Fats: 0.25 grams of Fat per pound of Bodyweight 

(180 lbs x 0.25 =  45 grams) 

Calculate Carbs: The remainder of the calories left should come from carbohydrates. 
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Calculating Refeed Calories - Example 

180 lbs x 16 = 2,880 (Maintenance calories) 

 

180 lbs x 1 = 180 Grams of Protein 

180 lbs x 0.25 = 45 Grams of Fat 

 

180 Grams of Protein x 4 = 720 Calories from Protein 

45 Grams of Fat x 9 = 405 Calories from Fat 

 

720 + 405 = 1,125 

2,880 – 1,125 = 1,755 Calories Left Over 

 

1,755 / 4 = 440 Grams of Carbs 

 

End Result 

The results of a refeed day can be surprising. In most cases, an individual’s body will look 

considerably leaner than before. However, the optimum results will have been achieved 
in the sense that the individual’s metabolism will have been kick started and glycogen 
levels will have been replenished. This will enable them to continue with their weight 

loss regime to maximum effect. 
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Let's cut the shit! 

First, let's get rid of this idea that building muscle while cutting is possible. Although I 
wouldn't use the term "impossible", it's safe to say that 99.9 of anyone reading this will 

not have the genetics to put on muscle mass while in a caloric deficit (if they are not a 

beginner). 

However, I would also like to get rid of the idea that everyone MUST lose muscle mass 
during a cut. Although most people will, it doesn't have to be the case. Losing muscle can 

easily be avoided by following a few basic principles. Principles in which I'll be discussing 

now... 

 

Principle #1 – Muscle Responds to Stimulus...Not Diet 

Yes, we all understand that without the proper nutrition we cannot build muscle. This is 
pretty basic knowledge that I am sure we can all agree on. However, when it comes to 

retaining muscle (as opposed to building it), things become a little different. You see, 
maintaining muscle mass while in a caloric deficit has very little to do with adequate 

protein. In fact, some would argue that protein intake plays zero part in muscle retention.  

Your main focus during a cut should be very simple...keep your strength. As we 
mentioned before, building muscle is not the goal here and therefore the traditional 

hypertrophy training protocol will no longer be optimal. Following a training routine that 
solely focuses on maintaining our strength will provide enough stimuli for our body to 

salvage our muscle while in a caloric deficit. It's as simple as your body saying "Holy shit, 

were still lifting these heavy weights so we need this muscle mass". 
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As I mentioned in the introduction to this guide, you're body has adapted to a certain 
stimulus by building new muscle. If we can manage to continuously provide that same 

stimulus, the muscle mass will be preserved. If we reduce the stimulus (while in a caloric 

deficit) then our body will adapt accordingly. 

 

Principle #2 – Performance Based Diet 

Although diet does not directly influence muscle retention, performance does. If you've 
read principle number 1, then you understand that it is critical that our performance is 

at its peak throughout the cut. 

The biggest mistake most people make when cutting is reducing their carbs. You see, 

carbohydrates are our body's main source of energy. A low carb diet equals low energy 
which results in poor performance. If our energy is low and our performance suffers 

(which it will), then we become susceptible to muscle loss. 

On the other hand, if we maintain a higher carbohydrate diet during our cut, our 
performance becomes much easier to sustain. The lesser our performance diminishes, 

the lesser we become susceptible to muscle loss. It really is that simple... 

 

Principle #3 – Anabolic Cardio > Low Intensity 

Don’t get me wrong, steady state cardio is a great tool for burning calories and getting 

ripped to the socks. Any physical activity you add in order to push you into a caloric deficit 
will yield fat loss. But my personal preference of cardio is shorter, higher intensity 

training. This includes: 

▪ H.I.I.T 

▪ Sprints 
▪ Weighted Circuit Training 

▪ Prowler Pushes 

▪ Bodyweight Circuits 
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Not only are these great for overall calorie burn, but they are also great for preserving 
muscle mass and training your muscles to fire properly in order to accelerate when 

needed. 

 

Use it or lose it! 

The goal here is very simple...forget everything you've learned about fat loss in the past 

and focus on the things that are going to get you where you want to be. Weight loss is 
one thing, but burning fat while retaining your hard earned muscle mass is a whole 

different ball game. 

If you can manage to maintain enough energy with your diet to continue to push heavy 

weight in the gym, and you can ensure you are in a caloric deficit by slowly decreasing 
your calories and/or introducing short sessions of anabolic cardio, over time, then you 

can rest assured that your muscle mass is safe. 
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Stay In Touch! 
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